
ÁLVARO VEGA – Bio 

 

Álvaro Vega is a highly experienced professional in films promotion. 

Graduated in Marketing, Advertising and PR, he managed during more 

than 5 years (2007-2012) the marketing and publicity areas at Vértigo 

Films, one of the main Spanish distributors now under the structure 

of Wild Bunch. In this time frame, he did accumulate more than 70 

films promoted, from blockbusters like the Stieg Larsson’s “Millennium 

Trilogy” to new filmmakers releases, as well as the best international 

independent cinema by directors such as David Lynch, Gus Van Sant, 

Wong Kar-Wai, Mike Leigh or Sofia Coppola among many others.  

 

Currently, since 2012, Álvaro develops his activity as CEO & Founder of DobleSentido, his own 

agency of marketing, communication, events and training for the cinema industry. He recently 

designed and managed the communication and publicity campaign in Spain and USA of the 

Oscars 2014 Nominee ‘Aquel no era yo’ (‘That wasn’t me), by Esteban Crespo.    

 

In parallel, Álvaro Vega takes part of Esperanto Producciones, a production company 

specialized in short films where he has developed since 2005 functions as producer, director, 

screenwriter, actor and, also, promotion and communication. Some of his works have been 

awarded in different film festivals and sold to TV, as well as screened worldwide. 

 

DOBLESENTIDO – Company Profile 

 

DobleSentido is a marketing and communication agency created and managed by Álvaro Vega 

in 2013 that develops its activity into the film industry. Films, festivals and events promotion, 

as well as consultancy and training programs, are their areas of influence. Distributors as 

Avalon, Versus and Oliete Films, production companies as Ridley Scott Associates, sales agents 

as Latido Films, festivals as Almería Western Film Festival and Phenomena Experience, or 

professional training programs as EAVE, are already among its clients. 

 

 

DOBLESENTIDO - Contact Details 

 

C/ Vallehermoso, 50 – 3º int C 

28015 – MADRID (SPAIN) 

t. +34 91 447 89 29 / +34 636 203 791 

info@doblesentido.eu 

Facebook · Twitter 

www.doblesentido.eu 

 

mailto:info@doblesentido.eu
http://www.facebook.com/doblesentido.comunicacion
https://twitter.com/DobleeSentido
http://www.doblesentido.eu/

